Dear Parents

After the success of last year’s “DANSING” program, I will again be offering the program in 2016. **This class is open to children from grades 1,2 & 3 who love to sing and dance!!**

The classes offer singing tuition and vocal technique, developing skills in singing Harmony. Children will learn basic dance steps and simple movements to perform whilst singing. They will sing a variety of songs from different styles of music to develop their appreciation of a wide range of music. Children will learn to sing using a microphone and will have the opportunity to sing on their own if they are confident and capable.

This program is designed to develop confidence and self esteem in a non threatening environment. The free concert at the end of the program is very low key with very little costuming and cost to families.

Term one will commence on **Wednesday February 24th** until **March 22nd**. Then classes will re commence the first week of school in term 2, **April 11th** until **June 22nd**.

The class will be for 1 hour and will commence straight after school and will finish at **4.20pm**. The class will be held in the Data/Reading recovery room which is between the Tan Bark area and the Grade one classrooms. (I will allow the children to have a drink and snack before we start the class so you may want to pack an extra snack that day). Once children begin the program it is hoped they will continue until the concert so a quality performance can be achieved. If your child is not confident about performing they can simply attend classes and enjoy singing and dancing as long as this is expressed a few weeks before the performance as children will be partnered up for some items.

The Dansing concert will be held on that last week of Term 2, **Wednesday June 22nd** in the PAC centre at the school. More information will follow regarding this event.

Each session will cost $10 and can be paid weekly when children attend. I would appreciate the money being enclosed in an envelope that the children can hand me at the beginning of the lesson or at the end if you are collecting your child.

Alternatively you can pay by the term. This term being 6 weeks.

Please fill out the form below if your child wishes to participate in the program and drop it in at the office. I will be taking the first 25 children who return their notes.

Sincerely  Julie Enright 0409366607

My child............................................................................................Grade ....................

Wishes to attend the after school “Dansing” class beginning Wednesday February 24th 2016.

Signed..............................................................................................Phone No ..................

Please detail any special needs relating to your child.........................................................................................................................